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With the recent growth in the volume of magnetic reso-
nance (MR) imaging studies performed at 3 Tesla (3T) due to
increased availability of this technology, this text would be
a welcome addition to the bookshelf of any radiologist who
is currently performing body imaging at 3T or indeed any
radiologist who is considering it. The 14 chapters (224 pages
in total) are well laid out, the content of each chapter is
concise, and the text within each section is clearly written.
The first chapter on ‘‘Basic Considerations About Artifacts
and Safety’’ is an obvious place to start and covers the topic
in detail. A chapter on ‘‘Novel Acquisition Techniques That
Are Facilitated by 3T’’ follows, which again is clearly pre-
sented. It covers practical explanations of the most
commonly used imaging sequences and how they differ at 3T
compared with 1.5T. The remaining chapters are divided
among breast, cardiac, and abdominopelvic imaging, with
individual chapters about the liver, pancreas, adrenal glands,
bowel, kidneys, prostate, and the female pelvis. Each section
covers the individual topic with clarity and detail.
There is some repetition within the various chapters, most
of the chapters start out with caveats regarding field homo-
geneity, specific absorption rate, as well as discussion
regarding the relative benefits of the increased signal-to-noise
ratio achievable at the 3T.However, this is to be expected given
the subject matter. There is also some overlap in content.
Combining the chapters on ‘‘MR Imaging of the Pancreas’’
and ‘‘Magnetic Resonance Cholangiopancreatography’’ could
have avoided duplication in these sections, which are strangely
separated by the chapter on adrenal imaging.Images are generally good quality and plentiful, with clear
image legends. There also are numerous graphs and tables
that aid in the understanding of the often complex concepts
of MR physics when imaging at 3T compared with 1.5T. The
decision to place the colour plates in the middle of chapter 13
is somewhat confusing. It is a pity that the colour images
were not placed at their respective locations within the main
text instead of the grey-scale images, thus obviating the need
for colour plates at all. Alternatively, they could have been
placed as an appendix at the end of the book, before the
Index. This, however, is a minor grievance. Within their
contributing chapters, most authors acknowledge that the
benefits of MR imaging at 3T over 1.5T are largely unproven,
a fact also acknowledged in the preface, and this is to be
welcomed. When discussing the benefits of imaging at 3T
over 1.5T, the authors have included appropriate and up-to-
date references.
Ultimately, the book succeeds in what the editors and
individual chapter authors set out to achieve. With
a paucity of textbooks that discuss imaging at 3T, it is
a welcome addition and fills a gap in the market. Retailing
at USD$99 (Kindle edition is USD$74.26), this book
would be an excellent starting point for any radiologist
who is planning to perform body imaging at 3T. Indeed, it
may inspire more research to further elucidate more
clearly where the benefits of imaging at 3T lie and thus
maximize the exciting potential of body MR imaging at
higher field strengths.
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